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Grid Fault Diagnosis Based on Information Entropy
and Multi-source Information Fusion
Xin Zeng, Xingzhong Xiong and Zhongqiang Luo
Abstract—In order to solve the problem of misjudgment caused
by the traditional power grid fault diagnosis methods, a new
fusion diagnosis method is proposed based on the theory of multi-
source information fusion. In this method, the fault degree of
the power element is deduced by using the Bayesian network.
Then, the time-domain singular spectrum entropy, frequency-
domain power spectrum entropy and wavelet packet energy
spectrum entropy of the electrical signals of each circuit after
the failure are extracted, and these three characteristic quantities
are taken as the fault support degree of the power components.
Finally, the four fault degrees are normalized and classified
as four evidence bodies in the D-S evidence theory for multi-
feature fusion, which reduces the uncertainty brought by a single
feature body. Simulation results show that the proposed method
can obtain more reliable diagnosis results compared with the
traditional methods.
Keywords—Information entropy, Bayesian network, Multi-
source information fusion, D-S evidence theory, Fault diagnosis
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the continuous expansion of the scale of the powersystem, the complexity of the interconnection of the
power grid has gradually increased, and the power security
has encountered an unprecedented threat. At the same time,
the economics and convenience of power also have the risk of
being restricted. Power failure may cause huge property loss,
even personal injury, so more and more attention has been
paid to the diagnosis of power failure [1]. The corresponding
research methods mainly include artificial neural networks
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[2], expert system [3], fuzzy Petri nets [4], Bayesian network
[5] and fuzzy set theory [6], etc. However, these methods
are usually based on a single information as a basis to
diagnose the fault of electric power systems, so the information
characterization of the single diagnosis results have greater
uncertainty.
Power grid fault diagnosis is faced with the problem of fault
tolerance, the Bayesian network can solve this problem. Miao
[7] put forward a new method based on dynamic Bayesian
network, it checking the circuit fault diagnosis method of the
robot, but due to the uncertain fault probability of circuit ele-
ments, this may make the Bayesian network can’t get an accu-
rate diagnosis in the complex in the grid. Information entropy
can effectively describe the degree of uncertainty of the system
[8]. Literature [9] proposed an improved Whale Optimization
Algorithm based on information entropy to improve the global
convergence rate of the algorithm. The information entropy
can be used to extract the characteristics of the electrical
information expression caused by the inborn uncertainty of the
grid components, and then obtain the fault location. Compared
with the Bayesian network, the information entropy is more
accurate, but there is also the possibility of missing detection.
Literature [10] described the singular spectrum entropy of
time domain, power spectrum entropy of frequency domain
and wavelet packet energy spectrum entropy can be extracted
by information entropy related theory from fault signal.In
order to solve the problems that brought by the methods above,
the artical combined the information entropy and Bayesian
network. Firstly, according to the given initial condition prob-
ability table, the Bayesian fault degree can be obtained by
Bayesian network reasoning. Next, extract the three kinds
of entropy, those are the singular spectrum entropy, power
spectrum entropy and wavelet packet energy spectrum entropy.
Then, let the three kinds of entropy and Bayesian fault degree
as four evidences, and the all evidences should be normalized,
because it is a requirment of the D-S evidence theory that
the sum of all evidences is 1. Lastly, fuse four evidences
by D-S evidence theory. The proposed method ensures the
fault diagnosis of breadth, and also ensure the accuracy of
fault diagnosis with information entropy. In addition, the
effectiveness of the method is verified by the simulation test.
II. BAYESIAN NETWORK
Bayesian theorem is a theorem about conditional (or
marginal) probabilities of random events A and B [11].
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P (A|B) is the probability of the occurrence of A in the case
of B, and its formula is expressed as Equation (1).
P (Bi|A) =
P (Bi)P (A|Bi)∑n
j=1 P (BjP (A|Bj)
(1)
Bayesian network, also known as reliability network, is a
mathematical model based on probabilistic reasoning formed
by the combination of Bayesian method and graph theory in
probability theory. Bayesian network is composed of a directed
acyclic graph and a set of conditional probability distributions.
The combination of probability distributions can quantitatively
express the degree of correlation among variables, and the
model diagram can intuitively express the dependent or inde-
pendent relationship between variables.It is intuitive and easy
to understand, quantified and comparable, powerful, flexible
and universal [11].
As shown in Fig. 1(a), six nodes represent six events, and
the wires between nodes represent the two connected events
that are related. The arrows refer to the former ”cause” and
the latter ”effect”. According to the conditional probability
table given by each node, the inference results of each event
can be obtained quantitatively, which constitutes a complete
Bayesian network. When the conditional probability table is
given, it can be concluded that the inference result of node
F is ‘False’, which means that event F is not valid, and the
probability of the occurrence is 66%, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
a) b)
Fig. 1. Bayesian network: (a) represents the original image; (b) Represents
the inference results of a given conditional probability table
III. INFORMATION ENTROPY
Entropy is an important concept in information theory and
permeates other fields, which is a measure that represents the
uncertainty of the system in a certain state. For discrete signals,
information entropy can measure the unknown degree of the
system and represent the uncertainty of the system. The higher
the entropy is, the greater the uncertainty is. The entropy of




pj lg pj (2)
where pj is the probability that takes xj as the value of X ,
which is the random variable of state characteristic, namely
pj = P (x = xj) ; S is the number of events that X contain;
The entropy value is calculated using a common logarithm
with a base of 10.
Information entropy can make a quantitative evaluation of
the uncertainty of the system. According to the information
entropy theory, the faulty system can be regarded as a source
of information, extracting the effective characteristics of the
abnormal output signal, and then measuring the singularity
and complexity of the system through the information entropy
degree. Therefore, in power grid fault diagnosis, the use
of information entropy theory can effectively achieve the
quantitative analysis of system uncertainty.
A. Singular spectrum entropy
Singular spectrum entropy is a division of the analytical
signal in the time domain. Due to a large amount of discrete
data, a matrix A representing the state of the signal is
generated by reducing the dimension of the data group with
the step length as n and dividing it into I segment data. Then,
the singular value spectrum of the state matrix A , that is {λi}
can be obtained according to the singular value decomposition
principle of the signal and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λi. According
to the literature [10], we can calculate pj = λj/
∑I
j=1 λj ,
and then the singular spectrum entropy of each signal can be
obtained as Hq = −
∑I
j=1 pj lg pj .
B. Power spectrum entropy
In addition to time domain analysis, signals can also be
analyzed from the frequency domain. Spectrum analysis is
an important means of signal research. The power spectrum
entropy is a kind of frequency domain division after the
signal is transferred from the time domain to the frequency
domain, which can accomplish the characteristic description of
signal energy distribution in the frequency domain. Firstly, the
discrete Fourier transform of the discrete time-domain signal
was performed, and the form changes into F (ω). Then, the
power spectrum S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} was calculated according
to the signal power spectrum estimation formula S(ω) =
1
2πn |F (ω)|
2, and the power spectrum entropy was finally
obtained as Hs = −
∑n
j=1 pj lg pj , where pj = sj/
∑I
j=1 sj ,
n represents the number of discrete signals.
C. Wavalet package energy spectrum entropy
Wavelet analysis has a good time-frequency localization
capability, which can characterize part of the characteristics
of electrical volume and time-frequency energy distribution.
Wavelet packet decomposition is one of the feature extraction
methods in the field of fault diagnosis. It can divide electrical
signals in the full frequency band to obtain different levels of
features, and has strong signal analysis capabilities. Combine
wavelet packet decomposition and information entropy can
fully complement the deficiencies of the two. In the wavelet
analysis, the wavelet packet energy spectrum entropy is con-
structed to quantitatively analyze the time-frequency domain
uncertainty of the signal, so as to better reflect the signal
energy complexity.
Firstly, db3 wavelet function is used to decompose the
output signals of each circuit into three layers and then
reconstructed by wavelet to obtain eight wavelet packet recon-
structed signals. The sequences of wavelet packet energy spec-
trum E = {E1, E2, ..., E8} can be calculated by the program,
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according to the db3 wavelet function, the energy spectrum
sequence number n is 8, finally according to the information
entropy theory to calculate the wavelet packet energy spectrum
entropy Hn = −
∑8
j=1 pj lg pj , where pj = Ej/
∑8
j=1Ej .
IV. FAULT INFORMATION FUSION DIAGNOSIS
A. D-S eveidence theory
D-S evidence theory, also known as belief function theory,
it is an extension of the classic probability theory, and trans-
forms the uncertain problem of proposition into the uncertain
problem of set by establishing the one-to-one correspondence
between proposition and set [12]. In evidence theory, a sample
space is referred to as an identification framework, represented
by Θ = {θ1, θ2, ..., θn}. A statement can be expressed as a
subset A of Θ, that is A ⊆ Θ, or A ⊆ 2Θ. For each subset of
Θ, a probability can be assigned, called the basic probability
assignment, represented by m, and it is not difficult to get{
m(ϕ) = 0∑
A⊆Θm(A) = 1
This means that the identification framework must be com-
pletely closed and the sum of all probabilities is 1. The
uncertainty description of proposition A by D-S evidence
theory can be shown in Fig. 2, where Bel(A) represents the
belief function of A and Pl(A) represents the plausibility
function of A.
Fig. 2. The uncertainty representation of proposition A
D-S evidence combination rule: D-S evidence combination
rule is an operation process of combining all evidence, and





















Where m1 and m2 are respectively basic probability assign-
ment functions on Θ, A and B represent two mutually inde-
pendent evidence. K is the inconsistency factor, also known
as the conflict factor. The above calculation formula is the D-
S combination operation m1 ⊕m2. If there are three or more
evidence bodies, the result m1 ⊕ m2 can be combined with
the third assignment function, and so on. The expression form
is orthogonal sum of multiple basic probability assignment
functions, namely m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ ...⊕mn.
B. Fault diagnosis decision
To sum up, the grid fault diagnosis framework in this paper
is shown in Fig. 3.
The decision steps are as follows:
1) Calculate Bayesian fault degree: According to the dis-
tribution diagram of power components in the fault power
system, establish the corresponding Bayesian network model,
set the corresponding conditional probability table and update
the state of power components in the Bayesian network model
according to the actual trip situation of the fault circuit, and
then back deduce the Bayesian fault degree of each line
component.
2) Calculate each entropy: Combining the theory of infor-
mation entropy theory, the matrix decomposition theory, the
energy distribution of spectrum and wavelet theory for feature
extraction of fault output signals, and singular spectral entropy,
power spectral entropy, and wavelet packet energy spectrum
entropy are obtained in the time domain, frequency domain,
and time-frequency domain, respectively.
3) Fuse all evidences: The four feature information should
be normalized to meet the necessary conditions of the evidence
theory. The multi-source information fusion technology based
on D-S evidence theory is used to make fusion decisions
on four fault information including Bayesian inference fault
degree, singular spectral entropy, power spectral entropy and
wavelet packet energy spectral entropy, then obtain the lo-




According to the fusion diagnosis method proposed in this
paper, the local power grid system as shown in Fig. 4 is used
for the simulation test.
The known fault point occurred in the L1 line, and the fault
type was a two-phase ground short circuit, which caused the
circuit breaker to break. Due to the complexity of the circuit
interconnection, the degree of uncertainty has soared. The
purpose of the simulation test is to find the fault occurrence
line according to the method proposed in this article. The
output signal of the L1 line is shown in Fig. 4.
The fault of the L1 line causes the main protection of the
sending end and the receiving end of L1 to operate, and the
circuit breaker CB1 to trip. No tripping occurs on the B2 side
of L1, which makes the zero sequence segment on the B7 side
of L2, namely CB7 tripping. No tripping action occurred in
L6; Both sides of the L4 were tripped by wrong actions, and
both CB3 and CB4 were protected by tripping. The B6 side
of L5 also made an error action, causing CB12 tripping.
B. Simulating calculation
1) Bayesian inference fault degree: According to the above
local power grid system diagram, use the GeNle software to
establish the Bayesian network model of each line component
in the power grid. Literature [13] listed the prior probability
of failure of each power component through consulting a large
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Fig. 3. Fault diagnosis framework
Fig. 4. Local grid system
amount of data. Based on these probabilities, established the
initial condition probability table, and deduced the fault degree
of each line in Table I according to the fault process.
TABLE I
FAULT DEGREE OF BAYESIAN INFERENCE.
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
fault degree 0.77 0.81 0.15 0.99 0.89 0.24
If the fault diagnosis is carried out separately from the data
in Table 1, it will be judged that L4 is the fault line, which is
inconsistent with the actual situation
2) Information entropy measurement: Matlab was used to
extract and analyze the output signal of the fault circuit,
and three original information entropy values were calculated
according to the method in section III, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II
INFORMATION ENTROPY VALUES OF DIFFERENT LINES.
Lines Characteristic quantities of information entropy
Singular Power Wavelet packet
L1 0.3853 1.7376 0.4040
L2 0.2411 1.8211 0.0503
L3 0.2112 0.1938 0.0325
L4 0.2657 0.0839 0.0801
L5 0.2154 1.2977 0.0196
L6 0.1991 0.0857 0.0120
3) D-S evidence fusion: According to the D-S evidence
theory in section III, consider the four failure support de-
grees in the table above as the evidence bodies and combine
them, and the combination rules refer to the description in
section III. Due to the synthesis of D-S evidence needs to
meet
∑
A⊂Θm(A) = 1, the data in Table I and Table II must
be normalized. At the same time, since each piece of evidence
is uncertain, so the normalization of data needs to be processed
with the uncertainty u.
Assuming that the fault identification framework contains
t pieces of evidence and the number of recognition states is
n, then mj(Θi) = (1 − uj)xij/xj , where i = 1, 2, ..., n, j =
1, 2, ..., t, xij represents the fault support degree of the type j
body of evidence corresponding to the ith state, xj represents
the sum of fault support degree of each state of class j evi-
dence body, and uj represents the uncertainty of the evidence
in section j. In the grid fault diagnosis framework in this paper,
there are 4 pieces of evidence and 6 lines (states), and assume
the uncertainty u of all 4 pieces of evidence is 0.1.
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Fig. 5. Output signal of fault line: Three-Phase V Measurement:1 represents the voltage of A phase; Three-Phase V Measurement:2 represents the voltage
of B phase; Three-Phase V Measurement:3 represents the voltage of C phase
To sum up, calculate the fusion results from Eq.(3) and
Eq.(4), as shown in Table III.
TABLE III
NORMALIZATION AND FUSION RESULTS.
Lines Fault support evidence bodies Fusion
Bayesian Singular Power Wavelet
L1 0.189 0.228 0.300 0.608 0.329
L2 0.180 0.143 0.314 0.076 0.159
L3 0.035 0.125 0.033 0.049 0.031
L4 0.231 0.158 0.014 0.120 0.198
L5 0.208 0.128 0.224 0.029 0.166
L6 0.056 0.118 0.015 0.018 0.044
u 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.073
The fusion result value of L1 in the above table is the
largest, indicating that the most likely fault location is L1 line,
which is consistent with the actual situation, indicating that
the application of multi-source information fusion technology
in power grid fault diagnosis is very reasonable. Due to the
complexity of circuit interconnection, the fault of line L1 will
lead to abnormal signals in other lines, accompanied by the
misoperation and rejection of each circuit breaker, which has
disadvantages for the single-variable diagnosis method. If only
based on the results of Bayesian network inference, we will
misjudge that L4 is the fault point. In fact, this is because
the circuit breakers on both sides of L4 occur misoperation,
which shows that multi-feature information fusion strengthens
the reliability of fault diagnosis. In addition, the original
uncertainty u also decreases after the fusion process, which
indicates that D-S evidence fusion reduces the uncertainty
of the system and enhances the power grid fault diagnosis
capability.
According to the data in Table III, the figure can be
descripted as below, which comparing diagnose efficiency of
the Bayesian network reasoning and the proposed method.
Fig. 6. The compare of results of Bayesian network reasoning and Fusion
method
As Fig. 6 shown, the Max value of Fusion method appears
at L1, and the Max value of Bayesian reasoning appear at L4.
This result indicating that Bayesian reasoning will misjudge
the diagnosis results, that is the actual fault line is L1 not
L4. In addition, the fault degree of other lines calculated by
Fusion method are less than Bayesian reasoning longly. The
proposed fusion method not only increased the fault degree of
the fault line, but also reduced the fault degree of the normal
lines, which is easier to understand and inspect. By Bayesian
network, the diagnosis result is obtained that the L4 is the
fault line. But by the proposed method, the fault degree of
L4 just 0.198 that less than 0.231 that from Bayesian network
reasoning.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Power system components are numerous, the circuit is
complex, and each power component has its own prior failure
rate, switch and circuit breaker may also occur misoperation
and rejection. If there is a fault, it is not realistic to locate the
fault position through manual inspection. So to find a practical
and effective method is the expectation of many workers.
Bayesian network reasoning has the advantages of intuitive
understanding and clear reasoning, it can be used to quan-
tify grid elements’ own failure probability according to the
connected components’ states. Information entropy represents
the uncertainty of the system. Through the analysis of output
signal in 3 different transformation spaces which include time
domain, frequency domain and time-frequency domain, the
intrinsic characteristics of the signal can be described. The
prior data required by D-S evidence theory is easier to obtain
than those required by probabilistic reasoning. Its synthesis
formula can integrate the effective characteristics of different
data sources for the overall description, thereby increase
the accuracy. Based on this, the article combined Bayesian
network reasoning, information entropy and D-S evidence
theory together for the local power grid fault diagnosis. Finally,
through theoretical inference and simulation test show that the
proposed method is effective. When a single statistical method
is unable to diagnose or misjudge, the multi-feature fusion
diagnosis method can show superior diagnostic performance
and reduce the uncertainty of the diagnosis.
The article utilized the information entropy and Bayesian
network reasoning to construct evidence bodies for D-S evi-
dence fusion, and this method outperform single data method
in grid fault diagnosis. But, there is an unsolved problem in
fusion, that is if some highly conflict elements in Bayesian
network reasoning, the correctness of result will be influenced.
Thus, The next work of this article is to preprocess these highly
conflicting data in order to facilitate better fusion.
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